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About This Game

Poseidon is a naval war simulation video game and is a precursor to the massive concept of Aegis 2 which is in production.
The game concept for Poseidon is "Navies of the world unite against terrorists who are hell-bent to destroy an oil rig with a

classified cargo".

The main objective of the game is to destroy the automated enemy pirate boats by maneuvering the Destroyer, the firing is done
by on board AI using the Deck Gun and 2 CIWS Guns mounted at the front and rear of the ship. You also have 4 Seahawk

helicopters at your disposal for aerial assault on the pirate boats which give you a larger range and an LHD which is a landing
helicopter dock ship on which you can land your chopper for refueling and you have clear audio instructions from the AI in a

charismatic voice along with subtitles.

It is a complex, entertaining and visually stunning game that will keep you latched onto your desktop for hours.
The game is very detailed and will be fun to play on high end workstations, so if you think you are up to the challenge and if

your gaming rig is high on specification, give it a go.

Note: As of Version 2.7 and above using the quality settings the game can be played on medium end computers too with any
medium end graphics card released after the year 2013.
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Title: Poseidon - Project Dark Sky
Genre: Action, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
DP Corp
Publisher:
DP Corp
Release Date: 19 Jul, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64 bit

Processor: Intel i5 @ 3Ghz or above

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GTX 760 or above

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: Onboard

English
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